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episode of Government interference under Henry VIII., Jack's
tactful protest, and Wolsey's discomfiture, are Deloney's indirect
way of pleading against similar interferences that were ruining the
trade at the time of writing. What could be more effective than
his detailed picture in impressing upon his readers the value of such
a busy hive to the nation, and the widespread loss any stoppage
would entail ? John Winchcomb's career, with this significant
episode, is the main theme ; but the story is filled out with other
features, some much the worse foi wear, some entirely new.
The older are borrowings from the jest-books and the collections
of popular tales, and occasionally, though not so often as in The
Gentle Craft, from the romances. The new were Deloney's homely
picturing of a sphere of life that the romancers would never have
humbled themselves to allude to, and the humorous handling of
idiosyncrasy. Jack himself, though not half so good as some later
figures, is an interesting person clearly drawn. Rather a stolid and
sheepish fellow at first, he seems to be too dull to perceive what his
mistress is after. But he knows very well on which side his bread is
buttered. Jack, indeed, is a prototype of Samuel Smiles's industrious
young men, who combine moral and economic self-interest, acquire
both wealth and a virtuous character, and enjoy the very best of
both worlds.1 Further, he is a bit of a humorist, and, as Deloney's
purpose demanded, has vision and courage enough to take the lead
in facing and conciliating the king and parrying the malicious
thrusts of the cardinal. Though transformed from poor prentice to
wealthy magnate, he is consistently drawn from beginning to end.
Deloney's His mistress has cast an amorous eye on Jack, but the discreet
natural journeyman does not respond until she takes the irrevocable step.
dialogue Meanwhile, she is courted by the tailor, the tanner and the parson.
Here is a snatch of the best dialogue that had been seen as yet in an
English prose tale :
Quoth she, "For want of the Sexton, here is the Priest if you need
him."
" Marry," quoth the Tanner, " in good time, for by this means
we need not go far to be married."
1 The mercenary, utilitarian spirit of Deloney's typical characteis, combined
with the spirit of independence and honest self-respect, appears again in Defoe's
tradesmen, not to mention Pepys. It is a thoioughly English trait.

